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Purpose
The purpose of the Local Labour Market Plan (LLMP) is to identify significant labour market issues within the
Four County Area and set a strategic direction that addresses these issues and puts forth actions that will
help alleviate identified labour market challenges.
The outcome of the LLMP and its resulting initiatives is designed to support area residents looking for work
enter or re-enter the job market, help employees remain employed and assist employers access the workers they need to be competitive.

Technical Notes
The 2018-2019 LLMP is an evidence-based plan that draws upon both primary and secondary data. The
numerous sources that have informed this document include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Consultations
Canadian Business Count data
Custom Census data
Employment Ontario Program data
Labour Force Survey data
Employer Consultation (including EmployerOne data)
Taxfiler data

It should be noted that this research uses the most current data available when practical. In some cases,
the most recent data available is from 2018, while in other instances data from 2016 is the most current
available. Custom Labour Force Survey data examining age cohort trends (2007 to 2016) was not updated
to include 2017 due to time constrains.
The LLMP refers to the Four County Area and the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region; each area includes Bruce County, Grey County, Huron County and Perth County. When using Statistics Canada Labour
Force Survey (LFS), data reference is made to the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region. Reference
to the Four County Area is made in all other instances.
In some instances, County-specific data is provided.
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Local Labour Market Plan Strategic Direction
To address the challenge of a constricted labour market, the first inclination is to say we need to attract
more people. While this is easy to say, it is not easy to accomplish.
First, similar labour market challenges exist across Ontario, so hundreds of communities (large and small)
are trying to attract a finite number of workers. Second, attracting people is a multi-dimensional undertaking, involving housing, transportation, social supports, etc. A plan that focuses on attraction would need to
involve a range of departments within the Region’s municipalities and counties. Third, as it currently stands,
Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth already attract thousands of people on an annual basis - though lose a similar
number to out-migration - which suggests that significantly increasing the number of residents is not easily
achievable.
Therefore, the focus of this LLMP is on internal labour force development. It is the directive of this plan that
initiatives to vastly improve labour retention should precede efforts to attract more people to the area.
Even within a constricted labour market, there are ways to increase the supply and quality of the workforce.
In fact, this is already happening: 2017 and 2018 Labour Force Survey data show that employer demand for
full-time workers was filled by part-time workers and by drawing on people who were not in the labour force.
Additional opportunities to increase the supply and quality of the labour force by drawing upon current
local residents are outlined below:

The Unemployed

While the area’s unemployment rate is low, there are still thousands of people unemployed locally (an average of 6,110 persons in 2018; 7,100 people in 2017). While the experience, skill levels and obstacles faced by
unemployed people vary considerably, the unemployed are the most logical labour pool on which to draw.
The unemployment rate for youth (15 to 24 years of age) is the highest of all age cohorts in Stratford-Bruce
Peninsula Economic Region, at 9.5% in 2016. While it is lower than the provincial rate, there is significant
room for improvement and, consequently, the opportunity for the addition of a significant number of
additional employees. One note: with respect to initiatives to assist these job seekers, it may be beneficial
to differentiate between 15 to 19 year olds and 20 to 24 years old, as their motivations, needs and interests
may be quite different.
Another area of focus is the (continued) emphasis on helping unemployed residents (of all ages) with
lower skill levels become employed, since a considerable number of lower skill level jobs remain unfilled in
Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth. Although other agencies and programs (such as Employment Ontario) are
concentrating on this area as well, job vacancies, vacancy rates and unemployment statistics are all highest
for lower skilled occupations (such as Sales and Service Occupations and Trades, Transport and Equipment
Operators and Related Occupations, for example) so this issue is well worth extra attention.
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Increasing Labour Force Participation

As mentioned, the 15 to 44 age cohorts have high labour force participation rates compared to the
province. Age cohorts beyond these, however, do offer the prospect of additional employees.
In particular, Stratford-Bruce Peninsula’s 55 to 64 age cohort presents the greatest opportunity to add to
the local labour pool, as this cohort has a lower participation rate than the province (64.2 percent vs. 66.5
percent). If labour force participation within this cohort was raised to match the province’s participation
rate, 900 people would be added to the local labour force.
Additionally, Stratford-Bruce Peninsula’s 45 to 54 age cohort has a participation rate that is similar to the
province’s rate (84.4 percent vs. 84.8 percent). Surpassing the provincial rate by two percentage points
would increase the local labour force by an estimated 700 people.
More people can be encouraged to participate in the labour market by demonstrating the range and type of
employment opportunities available locally. Just as there are programs to help the unemployed enhance
their skill sets, the same programs can be marketed to, and used by, those not currently in the labour force.
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Employee Retention

In a constricted labour market, efforts to retain employees may be more cost effective than constantly
having to rehire workers.
At the firm level, whether initiated by an employee or employer, dismissals and quits can be inconvenient
and costly. Employee dismissals suggest the employee is not meeting the employer needs, whereas quits
suggest the employer (and/or job) is not meeting the employee needs.
EmployerOne survey results revealed that almost half of all job separations were employee quits. Whether
employees are quitting because they are unhappy or for a better employment opportunity, more effort
needs to go into employee retention. This would involve obtaining a greater understanding of an employee’s
workplace needs, career aspirations, etc. In some instances, these needs are quite simple, such as making
an employee feel their contribution is appreciated.
While residents may leave the Four County Area for a variety of reasons, being permanently laid off may
contribute to a decision to leave the area. A considerable number of people are permanently laid off every
year in the region. A permanent layoff excludes layoffs in which the employee is rehired the following year,
and thus removes seasonal layoffs. Over 2007 to 2016 an average of 4.3 percent of the employed workforce was laid off permanently – an estimated 6,289 people in 2016 alone. Youth, 15 to 24 years old, have a
permanent layoff rate that is almost three times higher than the layoff rate for workers aged 25 to 54.
When employee retention is evaluated at the regional level, the implications for the local labour force are
significant.
Whether job separations are initiated by employee or employer, employee retention at the regional level
is effected as evidenced by significant out-migration of people in their prime working years. Specifically, of
the thousands of people who leave the Four County area on an annual basis, the greatest number of those
is among the 25 to 44 age cohort. From an employment income perspective the greatest loss of people is
among those earning less than $30,000 a year.
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2018 Labour Market Developments
Two features define the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region labour market in 2018: 1) significant
growth in full-time employment, and 2) an exceedingly low unemployment rate.
In January 2018 there were an estimated 122,600 people employed full-time in the region; by August the
number had risen to a high of 137,300 (a 12 percent increase). The 2018 full-time employment growth builds
upon the momentum of the previous year, where net 5,500 full-time jobs were added between 2016 and
2017.
The demand for full-time workers was filled primarily by people who were employed part-time or by people
who were not previously in the labour market, as the population of Stratford-Bruce Peninsula (people 15
years and over) increased only modestly.

Full-Time Employment
Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region
Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey
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February 2018

January 2018

Annual Average 2016: 113,400

The high number of people employed directly affects the Region’s unemployment rate, which has always
been low compared to Ontario. In 2018, however, the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula unemployment rate has
been exceptionally low, with monthly rates ranging between 3.0 percent and 4.9 percent. Even with its low
unemployment rate, it is important to point out that an average of 6,110 people remain unemployed in the
Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region.

Unemployment Rate
Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region
Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey
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Issues Governing this Report
Several overarching long-standing labour market issues are at play in the Region and govern this LLMP. The
identification of these issues is critical to developing a plan that is practicable.

1. Rapidly Shrinking Labour Force

Despite the 2018 uptick, the most notable labour market issue in the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic
Region has been the steady decline in both the labour force and employment numbers from peak levels in
2004. The Region is experiencing a substantial shrinking of its available workforce. In 2016, the total labour
force for the region was 152,800, which had dropped by 18,700 people from 2004. Similarly, the total
number of people employed in the region has also declined over the same period, dropping from 164,100 in
2004 to 145,500 in 2016.
On a positive note, between 2016 and 2017, the number of people in the labour force and the number of
people employed increased by 3,300 and 3,500 people respectively. Issues affecting sustained annual
increases are discussed below.

2. High Labour Force Participation Rates

Usually when there are not enough people available to work, calls to raise labour force participation rates
follow. While it makes sense to encourage and help people participate in the labour force, the situation in
the Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region makes this more difficult.
The Region’s overall participation rate is lower than the province (Ontario), caused by the distribution of
people by age cohort. In other words, Four County has an older population than Ontario. In the 15 to 24 and
the 25 to 44 age cohorts Four County has considerably higher participation rates than does Ontario. The 45
to 54 age cohort is similar to that of the province. Only the participation rate of Stratford-Bruce Peninsula’s
55 to 64 age cohort lags Ontario by a small margin. While this leaves room for improvement, there are
practical limits to how high participation rates can go. Expecting the participation rate of the 25 to 44 age
cohort to increase is not realistic, as it is exceedingly high already.

Table 1: Participation Rates by Age Cohort, Stratford-Bruce Peninsula & Ontario, 2016
Stratford-Bruce Peninsula

Ontario

62.1%

65.0%

15 - 24 years

71.9%

60.3%

25 - 44 years

88.7%

85.9%

45 - 54 years

84.4%

84.8%

55 - 64 years

64.2%

66.5%

65 years and over

15.4%

14.4%

15 years and over

     Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey. Custom Table
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3. Aging Population

The cause of a declining labour force within the Region is the result of aging within the population. For
example, the ‘Baby Boomer’ generation has shifted from age cohorts with traditionally high participation
rates (Baby Boomer cohort peaks at ages 40 to 44 years in 2001) into age cohorts with much lower
participation rates (cohort peaks at ages 55 to 59 in 2016). This population shift into age cohorts with lower
participation rates is causing overall rates to decline.
Table 2 compares the impact that population aging and participation rate changes have had upon regional
labour force numbers between 2007 and 2016. As shown in the column ‘Amount Due to Population
Change’, population reduction alone between 2007 and 2016 would have reduced the total labour force by
10,300 people.
The impact of changes to age-specific participation rates show that participation rate changes within age
cohorts actual produced a net increase in labour force numbers. As shown in the column ‘Amount Due to
Participation Rate Change’, participation rate changes partially offset the impact of population declines,
adding 3,400 people to the total labour force.

Table 2: Source of Labour Force Change; Stratford-Bruce Peninsula Economic Region,
2007 - 2016
Change in Labour
Force from 2007 to
2016

Amount Due to
Population Change

Amount Due to
Participation Rate
Change

15 Years Plus

-6,900

-10,300

3,400

15-24 Years

1,800

2,700

-900

25-44 Years

-8,300

-8,200

-100

45 - 54 Years

-9,100

-8,900

-200

55 - 64 Years

3,700

2,800

900

65 Years Plus

5,000

1,200

3,800

Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey. Custom Table

4. Migration Characteristics

While overall migration patterns for Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth show a capacity to attract and lose
residents that is comparable to other regions across the province, migration patterns for specific age
cohorts exhibit important and consequential differences from the province. Bruce, Grey, Huron and Perth
counties tend to lose more residents from the 15 to 24 and 25 to 44 age cohorts than they attract from
other areas (Grey 25 to 44 year olds is one exception). In the absence of offsetting migration in the 15 to
44 age cohorts, labour force growth will be hindered, particularly as the Baby Boomer cohort enters full
retirement (see migration data in County section).
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It is important to mention that the ability to attract people not only off-sets the loss of people but also
contributes to labour market renewal, particularly the renewal of local skill sets.

5. Low Unemployment Rate

As mentioned, the Four County Area unemployment rate is extremely low and has been lower than
Ontario’s for well over a decade. Even a comparison of unemployment rates by age cohort show StratfordBruce Peninsula lower than Ontario in all cohorts but 65 years and over. The relatively higher rates of
unemployment for youth aged 15 to 24 years (see Table 3) are an issue that will be discussed below. Even
for youth, regional unemployment is well below the province’s rate.

Table 3: Unemployment Rates by Age Cohort, Stratford-Bruce Peninsula & Ontario, 2016
Stratford-Bruce Peninsula

Ontario

4.8%

6.5%

15-24 years

9.5%

14.0%

25-44 years

4.0%

5,7%

45-54 years

2.9%

4.9%

55-64 years

3.4%

5.3%

65 years and over

4.0%

3.3%

15 years and over

   Source: Statistics Canada, Labour Force Survey. Custom Table
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Highlights from EmployerOne 2018
The overarching labour market issues that govern the
Local Labour Market Plan clearly point to a severely
constricted local labour market. In other words, there are
not enough people or applicants for available jobs. Data
collected through the EmployerOne Survey reflects and
reinforces this reality. Employers in the Four County Area
are becoming increasingly desperate in their search for
workers.
The EmployerOne Survey was conducted for the fourth time in January 2018 in the Four County Area. In
total, 555 businesses (representing 35,169 employees) completed the survey. Key findings are presented
below:
• Employers anticipate significant hiring throughout 2018
• 59% of employers had difficulty filling at least one position in 2017. This is considerably higher than 47%
   of employers who reported this difficulty in the previous year
• The top reasons positions were hard to fill include:
   o Not enough applicants
   o Lack of qualifications
    o Lack of motivation, attitude or interpersonal abilities
• Considerably more employers (than in 2017) reported expanding their search area for potential
   workers to include other areas of the province as well as spending more than one year trying to fill hard
   to fill positions.
• When employers were asked how they rate the availability of qualified workers in the Four County Area,
   77% said fair or poor, which is a considerably higher proportion than the previous three years.
• 68% of employers reported at least one separation in 2017 (employee quit, retirement, layoff or
   dismissal); quits represented 47 percent of all separations.
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Employment Ontario Data Observations
Employment Ontario’s (EO) various programs are central to the execution of the LLMP, as they assist
clients/learners enter, re-enter and remain in the labour market.
Using the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities’ Employment Ontario 2017/2018 program data,
observations regarding service gaps, overlaps and under-served populations are put forth. The EO program
data and observations are also used to inform service network discussions.

Number of Clients Observation

This year’s LLMP report provides data for six EO programs. The first observation regarding 2017/2018
Employment Ontario program data is that fewer clients accessed EO programs in the Four County Area
than the previous year. The Canada Ontario Job Grant program and the Apprenticeship program saw the
greatest percent declines. The Youth Job Connection program is the only program that experienced an
increase in clients.

4,138

Employment Service

3,879
910

Canada Ontario Job Grant

593
974

Literacy and Basic Skills

Second Career

Youth Job Connection

Apprenticeship (new regist.)

710
114
102
288
295
785
540

Clients 2016/2017
Total: 7,209
Clients 2017/2018
Total: 6,119

											2016/2017 April 01, 2016 to March 31, 2017
											2017/2018 April 01, 2017 to March 31, 2018
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Employment Services
Number of Client Observations

The overall decline in the number of Employment Service clients may simply reflect the decline in the
number of people who were unemployed. An average of 7,583 people were unemployed over the 2016/2017
(April to March) time period, whereas an average of 6,625 people were unemployed in the 2017/2018 time
period. Since the Employment Service program primarily serves the unemployed (89 percent of clients),
the decline in the number of unemployed people may mean the demand for Employment Services also
declined.

Employment Service Clients

Average Number Unemployed*

2016/2017

4,138

2017/2018

3,879
7,583
6,625

*Labour Force Survey

Gender Observations

The gender of Employment Service clients are 48 percent female and 52 percent male. This gender
breakdown does not quite align with the gender distribution of the unemployed, where 44 percent of the
unemployed were female and 58 percent male.

Employment Service Clients 2016/2017* 		 
48%		 52%
Unemployed 2016						 
44%		 58%
*Since Labour Force Survey gender data was only available for 2016, 2016/2017 client data is used for the analysis.
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Age Cohort Observations

In an effort to provide insight into how the Employment Service program serves clients by age, the graph
below compares the distribution of clients and the distribution of the unemployed by age cohort. The data
shows that Employment Service clients 15 to 24 years of age are under-represented (at 40 percent of the
unemployed) as Employment Service clients within this cohort represent only 23 percent of total clients
served.

Employment Service
Clients 2016/2017

34%

23%

Unemployed 2016

30%

40%

15 - 24 years
25 - 44 years

43%

45 years + *

30%

*Does not sum due to missing employee size data
Since unemployment data by age is only available for 2016, 2016/2017 client data is used for the analysis.
Note: The inability to run cross tabulations with the EO data limits the ability to identify program gaps. For example, EO age cohort
data is only available for all clients. Being able to retrieve age data for clients who were unemployed or employed would help refine
the identification of program gaps.

Canada Ontario Job Grant

The Canada Ontario Job Grant (COJG) subsidizes employers who invest in training for their employees. The
COJG is available to businesses of all sizes with short-term training needs.
The 2017/2018 EO data shows fewer participating employers (138) than the previous year (174).

Employer Participants

Employee Size Range

Number of COJG Employers Number of COJG Employers
2016/2017
2017/2018

Less than 50

133

100

50 - 150

25

25

-

-

174

138*

151 or more
Total Number of Employers
*Does not sum due to missing employee size data
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COJG employer participants with less than 50 employees account for just 1 percent of all employers in this
size range, which is miniscule given that employers with less than 50 employees as a group represent 99%
of all area businesses. COJG employer participants with 50 to 150 employees account for six percent of all
employers in this range.
Given the high proportion of employers who report being unsatisfied with the quality of their current
workforce and the difficulty finding new qualified workers, one would expect more employers to seek out
this program.

Number of COJG Employers
2017/2018

Total Number of Employers
June 2018

Less than 50

100

9,988

50 - 150

25

404

138*

10,392

Employee Size Range

Total Number of Employers
*Does not sum due to missing employee size data

Outcome at Exit

95%

of employer
participants

reported an
INCREASE

in trainee productivity

99%

of employer
participants

reported that training

MET WORKFORCE
NEEDS

COJG Employee Participants

Given the decline in the number of COJG participating employers, it is not surprising that the number of
participants also decline between 2016/2017 and 2017/2018 (910 compared to 593).

Gender Observations

Males form a far higher proportion of COJG participants than females: 64 compared to 35 percent.
Interesting, females represent 53 percent of employed people in the Four County Area, suggesting females
are under-represented in the client base.

Canada Ontario Job Grant Participants 		 
35%		 64%
2016/2017 		
Employed 2016*							 
53%		 47%
*2016 Census
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Age Cohort Observations

With 45 percent of the employed labour force being 45 years of age and over, the COJG clients in this
cohort are under-represented.
As well, only 8 percent of COJG clients are 15 to 24 years of age. It appears this cohort is underserved by the
program, as this age group is 19 percent of the area’s employment base. In fairness, employers may not be
as willing to invest training of these young people as it’s too early to ask for a career commitment, some of
this group will still be finishing high school and some are pursuing post-secondary education. Again, there
could be notable differences between 15 to 19 and 20 to 24 year olds.
As 36 percent of the employed labour force being 25 to 44 years old, the COJG client base is skewed heavily
in this cohort as it accounts for 52 percent of all program clients.

Canada Ontario Job
Grant Clients 2016/2017

Employed 2016*

8%
40%
15 - 24 years
25 - 44 years

19%
45%

52%

36%

45 years +*
*Labour Force Survey

Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS)

The number of LBS learners declined from 974 (2016/2017) to 710 (2017/2018) between the two time
periods.
While lower literacy and basic skills are not synonymous with lower educational attainment, there is a
correlation between the two. Therefore, LBS clients are compared to the population (15+) with less than a
high school certificate. Females LBS clients are over-represented when compared to the distribution of the
population with less than a high school certificate.

Population 15+ With Less than a High School Certificate

LBS Clients 2016/2017					 
56%		 64%
Population 15+ (2016)						 
47%		 47%
The under-representation of males is even more skewed when compared to the labour force with less than
a high school certificate.
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Labour Force With Less than a High School Certificate

LBS Clients 2016/2017					 
56% 		 44%
Labour Force with Less than a 				 
38%		 62%
High School Certificate 2016
An examination of LBS clients by age cohort shows that most clients (42 percent) are 25 to 44 years old, yet
only 15 percent of the population is in this category. The majority (59 percent) of the population base is 45
or older and only 27 percent of LBS clients are in this age cohort.

Population 15+ With Less than a High School Certificate
LBS Clients 2016/2017

27%

30%

Population 15+ (2016)

25%
59%
15%

15 - 24 years

42%

25 - 44 years
45 years+

A comparison of LBS clients and the labour force by age cohort shows that most clients (42 percent) are 25
to 44 years old, yet only 24 percent of the labour force is in this category. The majority (45 percent) of the
labour force is 45 or older and only 27 percent of LBS clients are in this age cohort.

Labour Force With Less than a High School Certificate
LBS Clients 2016/2017

27%

30%

Labour Force 2016

45%

32%

15 - 24 years
25 - 44 years
45 years+

42%

24%
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Second Career

The number of Second Career clients has declined over the past three years, from 149 clients in 2015/2016
to 102 clients in 2017/2018. Both the number of male and female clients declined over the time period,
however males declined by a greater amount.

Age of Clients

Number of Clients
149
2015/2016
2016/2017

114
			

2017/2018

2015/2016

2016/2017

13
48

102

42
64

88

			78

70

65
51

49 51

2017/2018
15 - 24 years

33

25 - 44 years

62

45 - 64 years

Female

Male

Youth Job Connection

The number of Youth Job Connection clients increased slightly between 2016/2017 and 2017/2018. This
increase was led by male clients as the number of female clients declined by 12 persons.
With respect to 15 to 24 year olds there are more males than females in the local area who do not hold a high
school certificate, diploma or degree, suggesting young men may have a greater need for this program.

Number of Clients
288

Age of Clients

295

2016/2017

2016/2017

2017/2018

2017/2018

166

51

57

181
121

231

244

109
15 - 24 years
25 - 29 years

Male

18

Female

Apprenticeship

The number of active apprentices increased slightly from 2016/2017, however the number of certificate of
apprenticeship issued, the number of modular training registrations and the number of new registrations all
decreased in 2017/2018.

2,276
Number of Active
Apprentices

Number of Certificate of
Apprenticeship Issued

Number of Modular
Training Registrations

Number of New
Registrations

1,319
1,388
403
251
175
329
231
229
853

2015/2016

785

2016/2017

540

2017/2018

Top 10 Registrations in 2017-2018 are similar to the top 10 in previous years, they include:

General Carpenter 					77
Electrician-Construction and Maintenance

76

Auto Service Technician 				

59

Cook 								52
Child Development Practitioner 			

36

Industrial Mechanic Millwright				36
Hairstylist							33
Plumber							24
Truck and Coach Technician				

21

Welder							20
19

Bruce County
Bruce County attracted 13,219 new residents between 2011 and 2016. A slightly smaller number of people
left Bruce County over the same time period, resulting in a net growth of 490 people. Of greatest concern
from a labour market perspective is the net loss of people in the 18 to 44 age cohorts.

Table 4: Migration Characteristics, Bruce County: 2011 to 2016
Age Groups

In-migrants

Out-migrants

Net-migrants

0 - 17

2,838

2,183

655

18 - 24

1,331

2,088

-757

25 - 44

3,878

3,935

-57

45 - 64

3,525

2,509

1,016

65+

1,647

2,014

-367

Total

13,219

12,729

490

Using the 2016 Census, it is possible to examine a sub-set of Bruce’s in-migrants: specifically, those inmigrants who are in the labour force (employed or unemployed). This sub-set of in-migrants can also be
examined by their skill level. The data in table 5 shows that the majority of people who moved to Bruce
came from another part of Ontario. Also, the majority of in-migrants (37 percent) were skill level B, which
means college-educated.

Table 5: In-Migration by Skill Level, Bruce County: 2011 to 2016
Total All Skill Level A Skill Level A Skill Level Skill Level Skill Level
Skill Levels Managers Professionals
B
C
D
Number
In-Migrants

20

Percentage

5,955

11

16

37

24

13

Intraprovincial

5,480

11

15

38

24

13

Interprovincial

265

15

19

32

25

9

International

205

15

27

20

22

17

Bruce County’s business composition is typical of most regions in the province. The vast majority of
businesses are owner operated, followed by businesses employing 1 to 4 employees. There are only 23
business establishments (including public and private entities) with 100 or more employees.

Table 6: Number of Businesses, Bruce County: June 2018
Employee Size Range

Number of Businesses

Percent of Total

0

5,189

73

1-4

1,078

15

5-9

406

6

10 - 19

222

3

20 - 49

136

2

50 - 99

28

<1

100+

23

<1

Total

7,082

100

   Source: Canadian Business Counts
   Note: A change in the Canadian Business Counts methodology prevents comparisons with past years’ data, as the
   methodological change affected the geographic area being measured.
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Grey County
Grey County attracted 20,898 new residents between 2011 and 2016. A smaller number of people left Grey
County over the same time period, resulting in a net growth of 2,085 people. Grey, unlike the other three
counties in the Four County Area had a slight net gain of people 25 to 44 years of age.

Table 7: Migration Characteristics, Grey County: 2011 to 2016
Age Groups

In-migrants

Out-migrants

Net-migrants

0 - 17

4,647

3,692

775

18 - 24

2,462

3,034

-572

25 - 44

5,890

5,757

133

45 - 64

5,401

3,658

1,743

65+

2,678

2,672

6

Total

20,898

18,813

2,085

Using the 2016 Census, it is possible to examine a sub-set of Grey’s in-migrants: specifically, those inmigrants who are in the labour force (employed or unemployed). This sub-set of in-migrants can also be
examined by their skill level. The data in table 8 shows that the majority of people who moved to Grey came
from another part of Ontario. Also, the majority of in-migrants (32 percent) were skill level B, which means
college-educated.

Table 8: In-Migration by Skill Level, Grey County: 2011 to 2016
Total All Skill Level A Skill Level A Skill Level Skill Level Skill Level
Skill Levels Managers Professionals
B
C
D
Number
In-Migrants

22

Percentage

9,450

11

15

32

30

13

Intraprovincial

8,780

11

15

32

30

13

Interprovincial

445

8

17

42

20

14

International

225

13

29

33

16

7

Grey County’s business composition is typical of most regions in the province. The vast majority of
businesses are owner operated, followed by businesses employing 1 to 4 employees. There are only 65
business establishments (including public and private entities) with 100 or more employees.

Table 9: Number of Businesses, Grey County: June 2018
Employee Size Range

Number of Businesses

Percent of Total

0

9,053

72

1-4

1,912

15

5-9

791

6

10 - 19

493

4

20 - 49

221

2

50 - 99

67

<1

100+

65

<1

Total

12,602

100

   Source: Canadian Business Counts
   Note: A change in the Canadian Business Counts methodology prevents comparisons with past years’ data, as the
   methodological change affected the geographic area being measured.
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Huron County
Huron County attracted 9,400 new residents between 2011 and 2016. A greater number of people left
Huron County over the same time period, resulting in a net loss of 1,950 people. Of greatest concern from a
labour market perspective is the net loss of people in the 18 to 44 age cohorts.

Table 10: Migration Characteristics, Huron County: 2011 to 2016
Age Groups

In-migrants

Out-migrants

Net-migrants

0 - 17

2,175

2,205

-30

18 - 24

1,042

1,974

-932

25 - 44

2,653

3,647

-994

45 - 64

2,269

2,017

252

65+

1,261

1,507

-246

Total

9,400

11,350

-1,950

Using the 2016 Census, it is possible to examine a sub-set of Huron’s in-migrants: specifically, those inmigrants who are in the labour force (employed or unemployed). This sub-set of in-migrants can also be
examined by their skill level. The data in table 11 shows that the majority of people who moved to Huron
came from another part of Ontario. Also, the majority of in-migrants (31 percent and 31 percent) were skill
level B, which means college-educated and skill level C (high school educated) respectively.

Table 11: In-Migration by Skill Level, Huron County: 2011 to 2016
Total All Skill Level A Skill Level A Skill Level Skill Level Skill Level
Skill Levels Managers Professionals
B
C
D
Number
In-Migrants

24

Percentage

5,250

13

11

31

31

14

Intraprovincial

4,875

13

10

31

32

15

Interprovincial

205

10

15

39

27

7

International

170

15

24

29

18

12

Huron County’s business composition is typical of most regions in the province. The vast majority of
businesses are owner operated, followed by businesses employing 1 to 4 employees. There are only 36
business establishments (including public and private entities) with 100 or more employees.

Table 12: Number of Businesses, Huron County: June 2018
Employee Size Range

Number of Businesses

Percent of Total

0

8,263

76

1-4

1,403

13

5-9

571

5

10 - 19

377

4

20 - 49

208

2

50 - 99

53

<1

100+

36

<1

Total

10,911

100

   Source: Canadian Business Counts
   Note: A change in the Canadian Business Counts methodology prevents comparisons with past years’ data, as the
   methodological change affected the geographic area being measured.
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Perth County
Perth County attracted 13,803 new residents between 2011 and 2016. A slightly smaller number of people
left Perth County over the same time period, resulting in a net growth of 897 people. Of greatest concern
from a labour market perspective is the net loss of people in the 18 to 44 age cohorts.

Table 13: Migration Characteristics, Perth County: 2011 to 2016
Age Groups

In-migrants

Out-migrants

Net-migrants

0 - 17

3,349

2,743

606

18 - 24

1,882

2,270

-388

25 - 44

4,648

4,672

-24

45 - 64

2,533

2,087

446

65+

1,391

1,134

257

Total

13,803

12,906

897

Using the 2016 Census, it is possible to examine a sub-set of Perth’s in-migrants: specifically, those inmigrants who are in the labour force (employed or unemployed). This sub-set of in-migrants can also be
examined by their skill level. The data in table 14 shows that the majority of people who moved to Perth
came from another part of Ontario. Also, the majority of in-migrants (35 percent) were skill level C, which
means high school educated.

Table 14: In-Migration by Skill Level, Perth County: 2011 to 2016
Total All Skill Level A Skill Level A Skill Level Skill Level Skill Level
Skill Levels Managers Professionals
B
C
D
Number
In-Migrants

26

Percentage

7,055

8

16

29

35

12

Intraprovincial

6,245

8

16

30

35

12

Interprovincial

420

12

14

27

32

13

International

390

6

22

26

30

15

Perth County’s business composition is typical of most regions in the province. The vast majority of
businesses are owner operated, followed by businesses employing 1 to 4 employees. There are only 64
business establishments (including public and private entities) with 100 or more employees.

Table 15: Number of Businesses, Perth County: June 2018
Employee Size Range

Number of Businesses

Percent of Total

0

7,026

72

1-4

1,368

14

5-9

608

6

10 - 19

415

4

20 - 49

239

2

50 - 99

88

<1

100+

64

<1

Total

9,808

100

   Source: Canadian Business Counts
   Note: A change in the Canadian Business Counts methodology prevents comparisons with past years’ data, as the
   methodological change affected the geographic area being measured.
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Action Plan Update 2017 - 2018
EmployerOne Survey
Goals

Activities

• Conduct the annual EmployerOne Survey within
   a broad community partnership to gain
   demand-side local Labour Market Information

• Distribute the electronic survey throughout
   Bruce, Grey, Huron, Perth regions in January 2018

• Use the standard survey tool to allow for
   comparison with other geographical areas

• Use our contacts and partner networks to reach
   the greatest number of employers
• Build on our marketing plan to advertise and use
   social media to increase employer participation
• 555 employers completed the full survey
• Final Report and 6 Local Lens distributed

Lead Staff: Sarah Pelton

Current Status: Completed

Careers in Agriculture
Goals

Activities

• Raise the awareness of the agriculture jobs
   available locally and the training needed to get
  these jobs

• Career Fair in April 2017 with 214 students from
   eight high schools in Bruce and Grey counties

• Market a bursary to support post-secondary
  training

• A panel of 4 experts in the field describing careers
   in Agriculture from hands-on to tech
• Students were toured business displays and
   interacted with 101 employers
• In-class presentations to highlight careers in
  Agriculture

Lead Staff: Debbie Davidson
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Current Status: Completed

Manufacturing Day and Healthcare Day
Goals

Activities

• Increase students’ awareness of interesting and
   rewarding careers in the manufacturing and
  healthcare sectors

•
  
  
  
  

• Disseminate modern manufacturing in action as
   well as existing supporting resources and
   organizations to Perth manufacturers		

27 people heard a presentation regarding
additive manufacturing and a panel of four
experts in manufacturing describing modern
manufacturing in action and existing resources
for businesses at a networking breakfast event

• 123 participants toured a local manufacturing
   plant and then heard panel discussions regarding
   incentives for students to go into manufacturing
   and important skills for a potential manufacturer
  worker
• Healthcare day tour in March 2018

Lead Staff: Claire Tian

Current Status: Completed

Apprenticeship Completion Rate Improvement
Goals

Activities

• Develop an apprenticeship completion strategy
   which encourages employers to hire apprentices

•
  
  
  
  

• Streamline supporting resources for apprentices
  and employers		

A thorough analysis of primary and secondary
data to identify barriers to apprenticeship
completion from the perspectives of employers
and apprentices, and explore best practices to
improve apprenticeship completion

• Consult key stakeholders to gain extensive
   insights into challenges and practical
  recommendations
• Build an action plan and implement two action
  items
Lead Staff: Claire Tian

Current Status: Completed
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Long Range Action Items
At two focus group meetings in October 2017, both employers and service providers shared their insights
into the challenges and opportunities in the regional labour market. The purpose of these discussions is to
gain more extensive qualitative context into labour market issues.
The tables below outline practices and initiatives that address labour market issues identified by key stakeholders. Primary goals and proposed activities are listed as well. These initiatives will serve as a basis of the
Planning Board’s 2018-19 Strategic Plan.

Proposed Initiatives
Local in-Demand Employment Opportunities
Goals

Proposed Activities

Clarity future high demand occupation and inform
areas of prioritization for local workforce planning
resources

• Conduct focus groups with Human Resource
Departments and business owners to identify
   retirements per occupation within next five years
• Refer to the Canadian Census 2016 and measure
   the participation rate and employment rate by
   occupation using Ontario as a benchmark

Develop Career Profiles for most advertised jobs in
the Four County region

• Explore the labour market trends by identifying
   in-demand careers based on sourced data
• Create Career Profiles including job opening
   trends, skills and training required

Sector Focused Skills Needs and Gaps
Goals

Proposed Activities

Identify training and skills needs in top five sectors
in the Region and develop strategies to address
existing challenges and opportunities

• Consult employers in top sectors to identify skills
  gaps
• Research soft skill enhancement program
• Develop a skill upgrading plan with training
   priorities to address employers needs
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Labour Force Attraction and Retention
Goals

Proposed Activities

Increase awareness of sector employment
opportunities and pathways

• Create career ladder for sectors experiencing
   labour shortage through consultations with
  appropriate stakeholders
• Develop sector career ladder with required
   training and skill levels in collaboration with
   employers and training delivery agencies

Explore talent attraction and retention strategies
from the perspectives of employees

• Reduce the disconnect between what the
   workforce is experiencing and what employers
  are describing
• Provide a balanced view of both supply and
   demand sides of the labour market and identify
   where the gaps exist

Regional Partnership Development
Goals

Proposed Activities

Build meaningful partnerships by providing an
environment for key stakeholders to engage in
regional workforce development

• Connect employers with training needs to
   training delivery agencies through networking
  sessions
• Work with postsecondary institutions to facilitate
   the development of specific training programs
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